The All Triumph Challenge –
Bringing All Triumphs Together
Winton Raceway Sunday 12 August 2018

Introducing a new social and competition event for 2018:
The “All Triumph Challenge - Victoria”.
“All Triumph Challenge - Victoria”, (“The Challenge”) is an exciting variation on the All Triumph Race (“ATR”) successfully
run by TSOA (NSW) for many years. Its new, and its unique to TSOA Victoria, and it will see the largest number of
Triumphs competing in one event in Victoria in many years.
But it’s not just a competition event.
The idea is to make the “The Challenge” open to as many Triumphs as possible: Both on the track and off. The
event is open to all interstate Triumph owners.
The competition side of “The Challenge” will be a Triumphs only event. It will be run as part of the
MSCA event.
Cars will compete in a set of 4, fifteen minute sessions of up to 20 cars. Each car will compete against the record
times set for their class and each other for consistency and speed with the ultimate winner decided by her or his
fastest, consistent time over the 4 sessions.
If you run in sprints, races or regularity, you’ll want to run in “The Challenge” (you won’t need a race license). And, it
will be an opportunity for the Triumphs not competing on track to gather for a social event and for parade laps at
lunch time.
Any car can win it (as long as it’s a Triumph!): any capacity, large or small.
Prizes will be awarded for 1st , 2nd and 3rd for the overall event, with trophies for the outright fastest lap, fastest
lap in each class and best presented car/crew/ driver.
And for those not competing on track?
As the Marque of Honour on the day, Triumph cars, with passengers, will get parade laps during the lunch break.
No special licenses or equipment required for the parade laps. Just come and enjoy the experience.
Prizes for best presented car and for period dressed passengers by popular choice.
This will be a splendid opportunity to see not only the largest number of Triumphs competing in the one event,
but also to see Triumphs on parade.
You don’t want to miss this: Put Sunday 12 August in your diaries. Now!
For more details about the event contact:
Michael Kip, TSOA Vic Competition Secretary
Email: michaelkip@iinet.au

